High Density
High Throughput

RIDG-U-RAK’s Pick Module storage systems include
push back, gravity flow, 100% selective and other storage
systems along with flooring, decking and platforms to
maximize productivity and space utilization.

Quality
Manufacturing

Roll Form Manufacturing
State-of-the-Art high volume
roll form operation using
induction welding process
for closed tube beams.

Our project engineers work directly with engineering
firms and systems integrators to design high density,
high throughput storage systems. RIDG-U-RAK
provides turnkey services from design through
complete installation.

AWS Certified Welders
The quality of the workmanship performed on a
rack system directly relates to that rack’s durability
and safe-usage. Ridg-U-Rak uses AWS certified
welders to ensure manufacture of reliable products.
State-of-the-Art Powder Coat Paint Systems
Racks built to last require a durable finish. Our powder
coated paint finish has superior impact resistance and
is applied by our state-of-the-art automated paint line
for uniform quality. Additionally, hard-to-access areas
are hand-sprayed to ensure coverage. Ridg-U-Rak
systems resist chips and scratches, providing a
long-lasting finish for better appearance and
reduced maintenance.
Certified Fabrication
Through an audit and approval process of the our
quality system, Ridg-U-Rak is a licensed and certified
manufacturer in a number of municipalities around
the United States.

For more information,

Ridg-U-Rak is a founding member in good standing
of RMI. The Storage Rack covered by this manual is in
full compliance with the latest design specification
approved by the members of the RACK
MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE. We believe that it
is important to you that your supplier be committed
to the principles of continuous improvement in
both product design/application, and in the highest
professional and ethical standards of performance
as embodied in the mission and work conducted
within RMI.

please contact us:

No Rust at this Paint Company
A combination of flow rack, push-back and wire
decked 100% selective rack over pick tunnels
lets this major paint company handle 40% of
all their nationwide product shipments from
a single facility.

Toll Free: 866-479-7225
Phone: 814-725-8751
Fax:
814-725-5659

www.ridgurak.com
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Increased Productivity for Operations and Fulfillment Systems
Multiple SKU’s in a variety of lot size requirements
are easily handled by the interface of storage methods.
Slower moving items in pallet loads are fed into the
system from 100% selective or drive-in rack. Faster
moving pallet loads are fed from push-back high
density storage lanes that provide over
90% utilization of storage space.
Gravity flow pick modules
deliver carton lots and
pick-to-light items to the
order fulfillment lines. No
wasted space. No wasted
movement. No wasted time. Every
cubic foot of valuable space works for you.

Hats Off to Efficiency

To quickly and accurately pick orders
for retail outlets, the nation’s largest
hat maker moves product through
a custom designed Ridg-U-Rak
storage system.

Prescription for Success

Distribution Center
Ridg-U-Rak provides a multiple level, highly
concentrated order picking system for one of the
nations leading pharmaceutical manufacturers.
Conveyors carry totes through upper level of

work platform picking stations down to floor level
picking lane and shipping. The entire product line
is accessible and Ridg-U-Rak gravity flow storage
lanes insure there are no stock outages.

Catalog fulfillment sales for a leading retailer
are expedited through a comprehensive multi-level
distribution center. Ridg-U-Rak pick module storage
systems keep product moving and deliveries on time.
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